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The Formulation of
Government Policy for the Internet
At a recent e-business symposium, Dr Rod Badger discussed
formulation of Government policy for the Internet.
he portfolio of Communications,
Information Technology and the
Arts was created after the 1998
election, reflecting the Government’s
wish
to ensure a more co-ordinated and
integrated approachto all aspects of the
developing information
economy:
infrastructure, services, the domestic1T
sector, electronic commerceand content
and cultural issues.

T

I want to discuss the key elements of the
Government’sagenda for the information
economyas it affects the subject of this
conference: "e-business ".
That agenda is one which continues to
change, and is perhaps permanently
shifting in this area. Thisis a reflection of
several factors:
the rapid changes in technologies
based around the interconnected
computing platform we call the
lntemet;
disagreement amongst stakeholders
on the appropriate
model for
Governmentto adopt in key areas
such as authentication;
global factors which maybe beyond
Australia’s control but not beyond
our influence, for example the
complex but important issue of
domain name management at the
international level.

around $150-200 million by most
estimates, although one report last
weekput it at 4 times that. Businessto-business is more difficult
to
estimate, but gIobal trends suggest it
might bein the order of $l billion. Our
overall rate of lnternet penetrationsees
Australia consistently ranked third or
fourth behind the USA, Canada and
the Scandinaviancountries.
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Firstly, the full economicbenefits of.
e-commerceare still mostly downthe
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This is not to say that we can ignore the
very real commercial drivers for the
uptake ore-commerce. Governmentsare
rightly interested
in encouraging
electronic transactions by business as the
waveof the future and one all businesses
needto take into accountin their business
strategy. It is a newform of structural
adjustment. But its full effects are just
starling to be measured.

So, someissues to bear in mind.
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track. Twokey studies in the past 12
months - conducted by the OECDand
the US Department of Commerce soggest that:
¯ the macro-economic impact of
business-to-consumer e-commerce
will be positive but is u~ikely to be
significant for sometime;
¯ the impactof business-to-businessecommerceis muchmoresignificant;
¯ the contribution of"the information
economy"
to US economic
performancerests largely with the IT
sector rather than the more recent
phenomenon ore-commerce.

Before looking at e-commercedrivers
and enablers
and the role of
Governments,both State and Federal,
can I suggest a three-point reality
check. Not because of any negative
aspects ofe-con~mercepotential. Quite
the opposite. If the potential is to be
realised we must remain hard headed
and with our eyes on the main game.
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takeup in Australia has been
steady rather than spectacular, but still
very good by world standards. Businessto-consumer expenditure is running at
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Secondly, the current hype surrounding
all things lnternet may actually be
counter-productive. A recent survey of
companydirectors by KPMG
found that
this hype- 1he stock marketeffects which
caused Alan Greenspanearlier this year
to liken lnternet stock investment to a
lottery - ranked as one of the top 10
reasons adversely affecting investmentin
e-commerce. Companydirectors
and
executives xvill take notice when
inventory and transaction costs can be
reduced through commonelectronic
cataloguing and ordering across an entire
industry, as is occurring with Australia’s
major supermarkets and the automotive
industry. But simply mentioning the
words "Internet" and "website’" - or
suggesting a companyadd "dot.corn" to
its name- are not enough.
Andthirdly, the lnternet is not a universal
communicationsmedium. It is a medium
for access and use by the better educated
and better offin the world’s moreaffluent
countries, and to some extent by the
middle classes of some developing
cotmtries. This might not be an issue for
businesses who want to focus on these
markets. There is nothing wrong with
that. But it is an issue for governments,
and while I will talk in a momentabout
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the benefits of government
services online
it would be a strange policy which did
not ensure that the needs of the offline
population continue to be served equally.
Let menowturn to the key forces driving
the takeup of e-commercein Australia,
and the key factors in enabling that
takeup to happen. Broadly speaking, the
former tend to be the outcome of
commercial
and technological
developments,while the latter is where
governmentis concentrating its efforts.

Government
policy, but do raise very real
challenges for existing contractual and
financial structures. For example, how
does a travel agent franchise based on
geographicregions cope with franchisees
entering the lucrative world of online
travel where it wouldnot makesense to
confine your customersto one city.
The third driver is, I suggest, an odd
mixtureof fear and envy.

There appear to be three broad factors
driving the takeup of e-commerce in
Australia and most OECD
countries.
The first two are fundamentalcommercial
considerations: reducing the cost of
business transactions, and increasing
revenues through new markets.

Fearof beingleft behindin whatis clearly
a phenomenon of major proportions.
Becausethe growth trends for Internet
usage are very high by any standards:
there are nowaround170million lnternet
users worldwide,and Cisco systems tells
us that there are seven newpeople on the
lnternet every second. The growth in
specific sectors is equally rapid, for
examplethe numberof Interact banking
users in Australia has doubledin the last
3 nmnths,to around300,000.

With regard to new markets, the
distinction betweenfirms whohave only
ever existed on the lnternet and existing
firms seeking to position themselvesin a
virtual marketplacebecomesclearer. The
issues are generally not ones for

Anda vagueenvy of what is occurring in
the United States under the banner of"ecommerce",be it share floats, retailing
or investment, together with an equally
vagueidea that it must be all connected
to that country’s startling economic
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performancein recent years. Except that
USInteruet stocks are nowcomingunder
severe market scrutiny, online retail
purchasesin the USare still less than mail
order catalogue purchases.
So maybethe envy is partly misplaced,
although it can be put to good use in
bringing about a more positive attitude
to electronic business in the more
conservative Australian firms.
E,COMMERCE
ENABLERS
Infrastructure
Of course the entire structure of the
Internet will not work unless there is
suffmientcapacity to carry traffic at high
speeds and low cost. The Government
has established the National Bandwidth
Inquiry to examinethe issue of bandwidth
availability and pricing on "backbone"
networks within, and to and from,
Australia. Within Australia, the inquiry
is considering availability betweenthe
rural and remote areas and the capital
cities as well as inter-capital
and
international availability.
The Inqniry has been set up within the
Department of Communications.
In.formation Technology and the Arts
under the auspices of the Australian
Information EconomyAdvisory Council
("AIEAC"). The AIEACis made up
company executives,
industry and
consumer peak bodies and academics
involved in the information economyto
provide high level industry
and
communityinput to Governmentdecision
making on information industries and
information economy issues. A Sub
Committee of AIEAChas been formed
to provide expert input to the workof the
Inquiry.
The main issues the Inquiry will report
on are:
¯ the drivers nf demandfor bandwidth:
potential constraints on bandwidth
availability, including pricing within
Australia and to and from Australia
and key overseas markets; and
relevant commercialand regulatory
issues.
A discussion paper was expected to be
put out in mid-September for public
comment.The inquiry is expected to be
completed towards the end of 1999.

One factor in Australia’s high rate of
homeInteract usage (22% of households
in capital cities) is the statutory
requirementfor residential users to have
an option of untimod local calls. We
sometimes take this for granted, but
uutimedcall regimes are rare in Europe,
whereInteract users have recently staged
a series of demonstrations - online of
course- to protest at timedlocal call costs
which they say are inflating the cost of
homeInteract access.
Legal and Regulatory

Framework

The term "legal
and regulatory
framework" for e-commerce is a bit
misleading. The legal and regulatory
barriers to widespread use of electronic
transactions are actually very few, a point
made by the Attorney-General’s Expert
Groupon E-Commerce
in their report last
year.
There are two key areas
highlight.

.I

would

Firstly, tire Electronic TransactionsBill
1999 x~s introduced into the Parliament
earlier this year. It provides for
recognition, under Commonwealth
laws,
of:
¯

information provided in electronic
form;
electronic "signatures" (by whatever
technology);

¯

production
and retention
documentselectronically;

¯

rules for sending and receiving
documents,and attribution.

of

The Bill.
if enacted,
will be
complemented by State and Territory
legislation.
Secondly, the Governmenthas announced
its intention to legislate for a national
privacy scheme extending privacy
safeguardsto data collected in the private
sector. Weknowfrom recent surveys that
prospective online buyers are concerned
not only with security
of their
transactions, but also with what happens
to data about themselves gathered both
voluntarily and semi-vohmtarilytlu’ough
the likes of "cookies". The legislation,
to be introduced during the Spring
sittings of Parliament, will enable
enforcementof National Priuciples for the
Fair Handling of Personal Information.
This will occur through industry codes
of practice and, wherenecessary, through
the Privacy Commissioner and the
Federal Court.
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Things are moving so fast in the ecommercearea that industry suppliers,
users and governmenthave in somecases
agreed that Sl~Cific regulatory structures
be avoided to allow time for market
solutions to develop, consistent with the
"light touch", co.-regulatory approach.
One example of this is authentication,
where the Governmentis in the process
of establishing a National Electronic
Authentication Council ("NEAC"). The
NEAC,chaired by the Nalional Office for
the Information Economybut with wide
industry and user membership,will:
¯

oversee and facilitate
standards
developmentin authentication;
provide information and advice to
industry and users on technical and
commercial developments;

¯

co-ordinate Australia’s national and
international workin these areas.

One fiual area of some importauce and
somecomplexityis the administration of
Intemet domainnames, in particular the
"dot.au" space. Domain names are a
crucial
component of "Internet
infrastructure",
both nationally and
internationally.
The Governmenthas encouraged industry
to develop its ownarrangements, and the
establishment of the industry body auDA
is a positive step. As auDA moves
towards its first full AGM
later this
month, the Government will be
monitoring developmentsclosely.
Awareness Raising and Consumer
Confidence
Getting the legal and regulatory
frameworkright is a necessary but not
sufficient
step. Information and
assistance for users and potential users
of e-commercewill remain an important
need for sometime yet.
The Online Australia program is the
Government’s major awareness raising
initiative, not just for e-commerce
but for
the wide (and apparently ever expanding)
range of other social and personal uses
to whichthe Interuet can be put.
Online Australian initiatives,
all in
conjunction with major business and
Governmentsponsors, include:
¯

a range of schools-based curriculum
programs and competitions;

¯

major homeInternet user ’expos" in
Sydney and Melbourne next mouth;
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Someof the initiatives are:
a review of Commonwealth
electronic paymentand purchasing,
with an exposure dratt documentnow
available for industry comment
until
24 September;
linked with this, the Commonwealth
and States are working within the
framework of the Australian
Procurement and Construction
Councilto ensure intcroperability of
the Government e-commerce
frameworkacross jurisdictions;
the GovernmentInformation Centre
pilot in Launceston- the aim of the
centre is to proxddeinformationabout
Commonwealthand State services,
but not the services themselves;
the GOVERNET (Government
Electronic Resources Network)
project~ another joint initiative
among the Commonwealth, State
and Territory Governments, which
aims to provide online users,
regardless of their location or entry
point, with fast and easy navigation,
discovery and access to government
services across jurisdictions;
an agenda series of forun~s bringing
together key industry players to
identif~ issues and solutions in areas
such as health, education, skills, ecommerceand metrics;

website "seals of approval", and there
seems to be industry and consumer
support for NOIEconvening groups such
as this on "neutral ground."

a~sm’vey
of the attitudes of Australian
company directors
towards ecommerce.

GovernmentOnline

Consumer confidence
in online
transactions
depends on reliable
information and appropriate safeguards.
The National Office for the Information
Ecmiomyand the Treasury have jointly
issued a series of consumerfact sheets
dealing with topics such as credit card
security and paymentof duties and taxes.
The mostrecent of these fact sheets deals
with Internet banking.
Earlier this year the Minister for
Financial Services and Regulation
released a draft policy frameworkfor
consumerprotection in e-commerce,and
work is proceeding in consultation with
industry- on a draft modelcodeof practice
dealing with key consumerissues.
The National Office for the Information
Economy has established
a highly
successful consultative group dealing
with e-commerceassurance, in particular
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Tile Commonwealth has a firm
comlnitment to excellence in online
services, both in terms of delivery to the
public and internal efficiencies.
A review is currently being conductedof
tile overall Governmentonline strategy
by the Office for GovernmentOnline.
with options available for consideration
by the Government
in tile near future.
A number of specific initiatives are
already underway,and it is significant
that they all involve a high degree of coordination and. in some cases, cooperative delivery with State and
Territory
governments. The real
opportunities for electronic services
delivery., paymentsand procurementwill
not be realised unless there is substantive
co-operation across all levels of
government. The Online Council,
chaired b;~’ Senator Alston and including
Stale and Territory Ministers responsible
for tbe informationeconomy,
is a valuable
mechanismfor achieving this.

local government services will be
iml~roved as part of the Trials in
Innovative GovernmentElectronic
Regional
Services
(TIGERS)
program.
Last year the Government
established the
Business Entry Point as the major
transactions platform with snmll business
(again, in co-operation with States and
Territories) and the BEPwill play
significant role in the rollout of the new
tax systemto business.
International Framework
It is a truism that the Internet is a global
phenomenon(albeit one more prominent
in the more advanced economies), but
wlrat this means in practice for ecommerceis still being played oul on a
nmnberof fronts.
Traditional inter-governmental forulns
are tackling tile issues in a positive way.
World Trade Organisation ("WTO")
services negotiations are to commence
by
1 January 2000. Australia has offered
the view that the negotiations should be
comprehensive,
covering
both basic
and value-added
telecommunicatiousservices.
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Australia has proposed that the WTO’s
work nn electronic commerceshnuid be
confined to areas where the WTO
has a
clear contribution to maketo the legal
framework for the conduct of global
electronic commerce.Care is needed to
discriminate betweenthose areas where
electronic commercerepresents no more
than a new wayof doing familiar things,
and those areas where it introduces
aignifieant change. Overall, the outcome
shouldbe basedon the principle of a lighthanded and industry-driven approach to
regulation of the Internet.
The OECD
has agreed on, or is actively
developing, guidelines for the key ecommerceissues of taxation, privacy,
authentication and consumerprotection.
It is also pursuingits traditional research
and analysis role with regard to the
economic impacts of e-commerce, and
Australia is a major contributor to its
work on business-to-business
ecommerce.
But we are also seeing the development
of international
governance models
which feature
a joint role for
governments, business and consumers.
Early initiatives from the .private sector
have included the e-commercebusiness
rules developed by the International
Chamber of Commerce, and the
statement on the role of business issued
by major industry bodies as part of the
OECDMinisterial
Conference on ECommercelast year.
Much more ambitious
is the
establishment of the Interact Corporatiou
for Assigned Names and Numbers
("ICANN"). ICANNis the non-profit
corporation that was formed to assume
responsibility for the IP address space
allocation,
protocol
parameter

assignment,
domain name system
management, and root server system
management functions
formerly
performed
under US Government
contract. An Australian, Greg Crew of
ACIF, is one of the founding voting
members of ICANN.
UNDERSTANDING
WHERE
WE ARE HEADING
In e-commerce,of course, there is never
enough data. There seems to be an
insatiable demandfor statistics, let alone
any serious analysis. The Government,
in partnership
with industry,
is
attemptingto rectify tltis by undertaking
a major study on the economic impacts
of e-commerce.
This project will pilot the modelling of
impacts at the macroand micro levels of
the Australian economy, assessing the
effect of e-commercefrom the present to
2009-10.
Scenarios and qualitative data are being
developed in conjunction with expert
industry input from the Industry
Reference Group (a group comprising 13
industry partners to the project, including
Telstra,
IBM, Australia Post and
Unilever).
KEYISSUE~’
GOING FORWARD
As we enter the new millennium what
are the key issues for business, for
consumers and for government? May 1
suggest the following:
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Mainstreaming ~vithin business :
That is, recognition of e-commerce
as a core business strategy issue

rather than an IT issue. Wehaveseen
this change occur with the Y2K
challenge. For SMEsthe question is
a simple one: what will e-commerce
contribute to the bottom line? For
larger finns, "backend" supply chain
managementwillbejust as important
as "front end" marketing and sales
over the Interoet.
Mainstreaming within government:
Muchthe same considemtious apply
within government. Electronic
procurements, payments and service
delivery needto be seen as the norm.
But this must not be at the expense
of those who cannot or will not
choose online interaction with
government.
Rural infrastructure and access:
There is no doubt that access to
online services in some rural and
remote areas of Australia remains
expensiveand technically difficult in
comparisonwith capital and regional
cities. The Government
is addressing
this through targeted expenditure on
infrastructure in regional areas, and
is also exploring ways in which
greater levels of service and price
competition can be achieved. A coordination process with State and
Territory governments has been
established in this area.
This paper was an address to the ebusiness Symposium in Melbourne on
I September 1999. The paper was
written by Neville Stevens and was
delivered by Dr Rod Badger. Dr Badger
is the Acting Executive Director,
Information
Technology,
Telecommunications aud Broadcasting.
Neville Stevens is the Secretary to the
Department of Communications,
Information Technology and the Arts.
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The Structural
Framework:
Encouraging Creativity
or
Stagnation?
Fng~r and lawyer Karen Knowles seeks greater
ith the onset of the various new
technologies changing the
realities of existing industries,
whenlooking at the "big picture", there
is a needfor legislative intervention and
a need for business adaptation. Wethen
have somebig questions to answer:

W
¯

What are we encouraging?

¯

What are we valuing?

¯

Does the current framework serve
these purposes?

¯

Is it time for a review?
HISTORICAL POSITION OF
CREATORS IN AUSTRALIA

Historically, fine positionof creators in UK
and Australia,
as compared with
continental Europe, has~oeen very
different. Frenchlaw has long recognised
rights of creators and artists whereasin
the UKand Australia no natural rights
are granted to the creator.
It is well established that Australian law
is predominandybased on UKprecedent.
Overrecent years, with its joining into
the European Community, it has been
necessary for the UKto adapt its laws in
unison with other Europeancountries. As
a consequence, this obviously gives
European laws more influence in
Australia. However,it remainsto be seen
whether this influence will bring about
cosmetic or more fundamental change in
Australia.
DEFINING

In this era, with the predominanceof the
balance sheet and content that is futile,
superficial or simply entertainment
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for artists’

seeking immediategratification, creation
is often undervalued.
CLRC REPORTS
In Australia, we are currently engaged
in an overview of copyright.
The
Copyright Law Review Committee
("Committee")has recently released two
reports - the first predominantlydealing
with exceptionsto the exclusive rights of
copyright owners and the second
predominantly on the simplification of
the Copyright Act 1968 ("Act").
It is important to note, as Professor
Dennis Pearce hastened to add at a
CopyrightSociety Seminarlate last year
whenspeaking about the release of the
first report, the limited termsof reference
granted to the Committeewhenpreparing
these reports. Specifically, Professor
Pearce noted that the Colnmilleewas not
directed to reviewthe policies behindthe
Act - the focus was on the simplification
of the Act rather than a general reviewof
copyright laws.
In relation to the first report, some
commentators such as Peter O’Donoghue
of JacarandaWileyPublishers have ~ruade
seine comments worthy of further
consideration. Mr O’Donoghuenoted:
the necd for somemorehard tltinking
about the new paradigms and what
these meanin practice, rather than
merely preserving and extending
privileges into the newworld:
the use of the word"balance" in the
context of digital technology is
nonsense:

CREATION

The traditional view of what is meantby
creation is an action by which, through
adding, subtracting
or combining
previous elements, a completelyne~vform
is forgedthat did not previouslyexist. An
artistic creation is that whichtranscends
the mundane,questions or even provokes.
provides us with a better view ofwlmwe
are or deeply touches our inner self.

protection

¯

¯

in the ease of copyright and digital
technology, the need to define what
a normal exploitation is before we
look at exceptions; and
the proposed changes in the first
report will mean "bucket loads of
extinguishment" for authors and
publishers.

Onthis last point, whena meraberof the
Seminar panel was queried about the

expression.

potential drop in copyright owners’
incomes if the Committee report
recommendations were adopted, their
reply was that the parties could seek a
determination
from the Copyright
Tribunal about equitable compensation.
A quick reality checkwouldindicate that
the cost involved in such an application
is clearly prohibitivefor mostcreators and
therefore not a proposal of substance.
PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE
AMENDMENT:.
DIGITAL AGENDA BILL
The Digital AgendaBill has also recently
been put forward by the Federal
Government for comment.
The media release on the Bill and the
stated objectives of the Bill appear to be
at odds. While the promotional media
release on the newBill states that the Bill
intends to promote"creative endeavour",
one of its stated objectivesis to reinforce
the traditional utilitarian modelof what
is worthyof copyright. UnderAustralian
la~; no natural rights are given to the
creator. I note withsurprise that one well
knowncommentatorhas expressed relief
that this is clearly stated in the Bill’s
objectives. I, conversely, ask why,as we
approachthe 21 ’~ century, weare seeking
to entrench whathas alwaysbeen, instead
of seeing an overview of Australian
copyright and new media law within a
global context and with due consideration
to the broader objectives of encouraging
creativity.
Surely we are now brave
enoughto break through the closed cycle
of the past and consider other ways to
achieve objectives of a flourishing, more
dynamicsociety.
In the current constantly developing
environment of new technolog;.es
redefining markets, use and misuse of
ideas and forms of expression, we now
needa definition of"creative endeavour".
If we wantthe tradition of creative people
to flourish, we need to discuss the
possibility of defining this term, even
from a legislative perspective, and not to
allow ourselves to be easily overcomeby
simplistic rhetoric.
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There is of course a fine line between
what can and should be legislated for, and
what should be le~ to other means to
achieve stated objectives.
Other
considerations such as how such means
can be manipulated without the backing
of legislation needalso to be considered.
In that regard, I believe it is wishful
thinking to believe that voluntary codes
of ethics alone can protect creators if they
are not legally binding.
Somemayargue that defining "creation"
is some sort of censorship.
Tile
contrasting argumentis that without sucb
a definition, a full "free-for-all" access,
either to the original inspiration or the
supposedly newly existing form. easily
leads to a loss of meaning.
BUSINESS PRACTICES THE REALITY
Aside from the various leaps and bounds
being madein the technological spheres.
from an historical perspective, most
would agree that nowadayswe live ia a
period of stagnation in relation to the
creative arts.
In the musical field, aside from popular
dance music, which uses the new
technologies and meansof adaptation to
the full, a majorityof today’s releases are
sticking to a proven formula, using and
re-using well worn out conception and
ideas, essentially going through the
motions. Indeed, as mergers of the large
corporations becomemore prevalent and
impose their market share, there is an
increase in the practice of old proven
formulas being funded, and such lnnsic
being the only musicavailable on shelves.
Whilethis"isjust the wayit is" for many,
it is all too clear that this environment
and attitude does not protnote newideas.
conceptsor tree creation.
AMENDING COPYRIGHT
OTHER MEANS?

the application
of a general
prohibition against unfair copyingto
copyright may too heavily favour
reslrictions against the use of ideas
(that have always been exempt from
protection under the Act); and
that in an age of free copying,it is
too easy to disguise tile form of
exgressionof ideas as ideas and avoid
copyright protection completely.
Susan King, in a more general sense,
notes tile limitation of copyright stating
that "current intellectual property laws
are concrete parameters set out for
concrete materials".

OR

Wealso need toquestion whether we
should be solely considering the
amendmentof copyright or looking at
other means.
Colin Golvan has raised the question
whetherthe right of copyright can in fact
provide
the much needed and
fundamentalincentive to produce works,
He discusses the possibility of protectio,
against "unfair copying" and notes the
dilemmaof the two opposing arguments.
which are: "

Ona practical level, a majorpmblelnthat
faces us in the new media environment
is enforcement. New measures are
required in order to adapt. As an
example, there are manymusicians and
audio artists
who are now actively
engaged in "found sound appropriation"
and fl~e ranks of outlaws are continuing
to grow. Theseissues pose the following
questions:
¯ ls file law of copyright relevant there?
¯
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Howdo we balance the need for
artists to have resourcesopen to tbem

while at the same time not
encouraging plagiarism?
Should we be promoting somesense
of what is valuable in order for a
proprietary right to ensue?
A WAY FORWARD
Weneed an international viewpoint when
consideringthese issues as to talk merely
from an Australian perspective is insular
and ignores the reality of the newglobal
environment. In this relatively new
environment, such questions are surely
required to be addressed in order for us
to moveforward.
This discussion is not merelythe domain
of legislators. Businesspeople constantly
makechoices that affect these outcomes.
I believe that we need to build
international networks, working within
our circle of influence and accepting
responsibility for the society that we
desire.
An encouragement to me in presenting
these views are the commentsmade by
Justice Michael Kirby, now of our
Australian High Court, who has long
arguedthat law is too importantto be lel~
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exclusively to lawyers,
parliamentarians.

judges or

TodayI speakfor the often silent voice of
creative
people and encourage a
consideration that creators should be
invited into the fold. There does exist a
danger that copyright law reform will be
driven by economicconcerns of trade and
competition
rather
than by an
understandingof art and culture.

Finally, John Mountbattenin "Law:The
Big Picture" has made tile following
commentswith which I concur:
"Like art, at its best, lmv shouldaim,
moreoften than it does, to challenge
and, where necessary, shatter the
shibboleths of received orthodoxy
which inhibithuman flourishing. Law
should positively encourage the
liberation of out deepestpersonaland
social aspirations and point us -

whereverpossible ~ in the direction
of the sublime".
For me,that is the big picture and that is
tile challenge- not just for legislators but
for us all.
Karen Knowlesis a singer and a lawyer
in the Melbourne office of Blake
DmvsonWaldror~ She has over 20years
er~perlence as a preformer and recording
artist.

Protection
for Internet
Consumer
TransactionsA Purpose.Built
International
Consumer
Protection
Convention
Consumer protection
for the Internet
is a growing concern for governments across the globe.
Daril Gawth argues the case for an international
consumer protection convention.
or the first timein history, because
of the Internet,
we bare u
technology which allows and
encouragesliterally millions of people to
engage in minor consumertransactions
to purchase goods and services
internationally
(those where the
consumerand the merchantaren’t in lhe
same country); but only a new body of
international law - a technology-neutral
international
consumer protection
convention- wouldbe effective in legally
protecting such transactions. Whyis that?
The need for an international consumer
protection convention arises for four
major reasons.

F

Firstly, current international trade
protection laws, such as the HennaSales
Convention, are simply inapplicable to
consumertransactions, those wlrere the
buyeris a private individual.
Secondly, national consumerprotection
laws, such as the T~ai~ PracticesActand
the Sale o f GoodsA ct in Australia, whilst
applicable to consumertransactions, are
not applicable to international consumer
transactions - they just don’t operate
outside their ownnational boundaries.
Thirdly, even if an extremely-determined
legitimately-aggrieved consumerwere to
try to pursue a remedyvia (say) an action
in contract in a foreign court, virtually
insurmountable problems would arise.
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There implicitly exists an approximate
monetary’threshold below whichit would
simplynot be cost-effective to pursuesuch
an action. For convenience,that threshold
could be set as low as about $50,000.
Thus. if you spent $50,000 or less on
purchasing
goods or services
internationally (via the Internet or
olherxvise) and the deal went wrong,then
you’ve lost your moneyin the present
legal regime- possibly a very large sum
of money.Also, there will be enormous
complexity, delay and uncertainty
involved; and thai will follow a dispute
about whohas jurisdiction.
Fourthly, one solution being explored by
so~ne
industry self-regulation
("improved" or other~vise) -just isn’t
practical, unless youlhink asking the fox
to look after the chickensis a goodidea.
Thus, in practical terms, there currently
aren’t any means which offer effective
(relatively Clieap and simple) avenues
redress for aggrieved international
Inlernet consumers. This fact is
recognisedb’~’ many,but no solution has
yet been provided.
Interestingly, tile recent arrival of the
Internet (with its projected usagegroxvth
rate) hasn’t created the problem
international consumertransactions can
be mediated by other means - but the
Internet has intensified it, and powerfully

stimulates demand for an effective
remedy. The lnternet is a social and
technical phenomenonto which the law
has not yet adjusted.
Protection is required to provide an
appropriate mechanism for resolving
post-transaction problems. These could
arise where there are fully-performing
consumers but, post-transaction, such
consumers prima facie have some
legitimate
grievance concerning
performanceby a foreign Interact vendor,
and where the vendor is hostile,
uncooperativeor unavailable, or there is
someother problemwith them preventing
resolution
of the problem. Such
grievances will typically involve nondeliver), or wrong-delivery of goods and
services.
There are some who consider any
regulation to be excessive; that regulation
wi!l simply ~trangle an emerging new
economicforce in its infancy, and that
"marketforces" will regulate the market.
In recent times even the USGovernment
appears to have taken a similar view - in
"A Framework For Global Electronic
Commerce
"’, President Clinton stated that
"governments musl adopt a nonregulatory, market-oriented approachto
electronic commerce"- but apparently
to allow it roomto growin its formative
years only(it stretches credulity to suggest
that any government would allow any
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implementationof, and compliancewith,
the convention. Under that wouldbe a
judiciary (possibly an "International
ConsumerCourt"). A fourth organ would
be a technical-support body whosemain
function wouldbe to provide the means
of, and on-going development and
supportfor the operations of thejndiciaty
as a court oporatiug in real time through
the lnteruet, by meansof appropriateteleconferencing and data-processing
technologies. The technical support body
would also provide general ~ppo~ for
the other organs of the Organisation.
The first port of the convention would
thus contain provisions for the powers,
functions and responsibilities of the
various organs noted, including the
proceduralrules of the judiciary.

sector of the economyto go unregulated
and untaxed forever).
And might
"industry self-regulation" and "volunlary
codes of practice" be enough to do the
job? Probablynot. It is likely, in the light
of experience, that true self-regulation.
as the only or principal form ofconsulncr
protection, would be ineffective and
undesirable, and would set up rogue
vendors as judges in their owncause. It
is practically certain then that a balanced
interventionist approachwill be justified.
between an over-regulated system and a
completely unregulated laissez-faire
system.
Without going so far as protecting
consumers frown themselves, lnturnet
consumers will require stone form of
protection or Internet commercewill
(already does) suffer from lack
consumer trust. What would they bc
protected from?
Apart from the sharp practice.
negligence, etc. of vendors, they need to
be protected from the ignorance they
suffer relative to the knowledge the
vendorhas about their goods, services and
business practices, and from their oxvn
ignorance concerning consumer rights
and remedies available in the event of
legitimate grievance.

Unless a re~ned,v is soon found, consumer
dissatisfaction with or suspicion of the
Internet will result in critical loss of
consumerconfidence in the Internet and
its promises, resulting in disastrous
impact on the enormousInternetodriven
stimulus predicted for the global
economy,with associated flow-on effects
and losses.
A POSSIBLE SOLUTION : AN
INTERNATIONAL
CONSUMER
PROTECTION CONVENTION
So much for problems and rationales.
What of solutions?
What might an
international
consumer protection
convention look like, what wouldit do,
who would benefit, and what might be
the costs?
An international consumer protection
convention wouldneed to consist of two
major parts. The first part wouldprovide
for the establishment and operation of
various functional organs within an
overall organisation (possibly an
"International
Consumer Protection
Organisatioa" or smuelhingof the like).
Such organs ~vould include a supreme
governing body (perhaps a "Conference
of States") consisting of delegates frem
all membernalions. Underthat might be
an Executive body whose main function
would be to oversee the effective
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The second part would consist of
"harmonised"
(internationally
acceptable) consumerprotection laws,
concernedwith such matters as normative
consumer protection laws (concerned
with the general duties of vendors,
consumerrights, remedies, etc.), and
possibly with such matters as the
requirement for the registration of
vendors’uniqueidentities (in a register
administered by the convention), the
requirement for such identity to be
transmirted by prescribed mannerwithin
all transactions with consumers, rules
about the filing of actions with the
judiciary, and manyother matters.
What would the convention do? Broadly
speaking, it would provide cheap and
simple remediesto the kinds of problems
noted above. From a consumer’s.
viewpoint, it wouldoperate as a kind of
global Small Claims Tribunal, with
enforcementof court orders beingeffected
by the national representative body of
whichever nation the vendor is
principally located. It woulddo this
threugh provisionof a court operatingonline in real timevia the Internet, withall
par~ies and the court visible and audible
to each other whereverthey maybe.
The facilities for the hearing of matters
to be heard by the court, wouldinitially
be providedin existing courts throughout
the territories of each membernation. In
most cases, the underlyinginfrastructure
already exists (most courts already have
Interuet access). Eventually,parties might
atlend hearingsanywherethere is Interuet
access - even from within their own
homes.
Facility for the filing and rece~wngof
court documentswill be found wherever
the parlies have access to the Internet,
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such as in the offices of their own
solicitors, from a local library or other
communityurganisation, from their own
homesand business premises.

advantages to taxpayers however, in
implementing such a scheme, would be
immeasurablypositive.

What might be the costs of such a
convention, and who would benefit?
Wouldthere be winnersand losers, or just
winners?It is likely that the majorcosts
of such a scheme would be the
establishment and running costs of the
organisation established to implementthe
convention. As it is necessarily a public
sector initiative, funds required for it
would come from governments
(taxpayers). The direct and indirect

Other costs may include "compliance
costs" which would be imposed upon
vendors required to complywith the new
regulatory scheme. What would that
involve? Virtually nothing. A vendor
wouldbe required to register with a local
national authority, possibly display some
kind of certificate on their website, and
implementa sub-systemin their websitehandling
software
to provide
transmissionof their unique identity-data
to potential customers.All of these costs

would, in the wider scheme of general
business activities conducted via the
Internet, be utterly trivial. Wouldsuch
costs be a problemif they were passed on
to lnternet consumersby vendors? They
would be virtually un-noticeable; and
would undoubtedly amount to a cheap
form of transaction insurance the average
consumerwould be more than willing to
pay for.
Daril Gawthis a part-time academic in
the Law Faculty
of Queensland
University of Technology and a parttime PHDstudent

Love Thy Competitor.
Introducing
the Facilities
Access Code
Matthew McLennan explains

the intracacies

re you the proud owner of a
telecommunications transmission
tower? Are you planning to
expandyour existing networkby building
new telecommunications transmission
towers or laying more underground
cables? Wouldyou like to hang 3’our
transmission equipmentfrom one of your
competitors’ transmission towers?

WHAT IS THE FACILITIES
ACCESS CODE?
TheCodesets out the conditions on wltich
a carrier whoownsa facility (referred to
as the "First carrier") is to provide
another carder (referred to as the "Second
carrier") with access to the following
telecommunicationsfacilities ("Eligible
Facilities"):
¯
¯

telecommunications transmission
towers (such as mobile towers):
the sites of telecommunications
transmission towers; and
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Access Code.

eligible undergroundfacilities (such
as the underground duct through
whicha wire, cable, or optical fibre
maybe laid).

A

If you answered "yes" to any of these
questions, you will be interested in the
Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission’s("ACCC")new Facilities
Access Code ("Code"). The Code sets
the parametersfor any future negotiations
betweencarders about access to certain
telecommunicationsfacilities. It came
into effect on 13 October1999.

of the new Facilities

The Code has been drafted by the ACCC
in accordance with Part 5 of Schedule 1
of the Telecommunications Act 1997.
Part 5 provides, in general terms, that
telecommunications carriers must give
each other access to Eligible Facilities.
The Code supplements this general
obligation xvith detailed administrative
and operational procedures.
Accordingto the ACCC,the objective of
the Codeis to facilitate or encouragecolocation (of telecommunications
facilities) by mandating processes and
proceduresfor timely accessto facilities.
to apply in circumstances
where
commercial agreement between carriers
cannot be reached. On this view, the
Codeis the safety net into whichwill fall
access disputes which cannot be resolved
conunercially.
KEY FEATURES OF
THE CODE
The Codeis divided into 3 parts:
¯

Chapters l to 6, which contain the
roles and proceduresapplicable to all
types of Eligible Facilities;

Annex’ureA, whichdeals with access
to telecommunications transmission
towers and the sites of those towers;
and
¯

AnnexureB, whichdeals xvith access
to eligible undergroundfacilities.

In this article our focus is on the general
rules contained in chapters 1 to 6 of the
Code.
First Principles
The freedomto negotiate is tempered by
a requirement that the First and Second
carrier comply with the timeframes
specified in the Code. This requirement
reflects the ACCC’sgoal of allowing
commercialnegotiation at the same time
as preventing a reluctant First carrier
from delaying the provision of access to
a Secondcarrier.
Mandatory conditions of access
Chapter 2 of the Codecontains the miss
whichare not open to negotiation. These
are clearly the rules which the ACCC
considersessential to the operationof the
new access regime.
In the course of providingaccess, carders
must provide each other with information
about their Eligible Facilities
and
technical needs. In order to ensure the
unhindered flow of this information the
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Code provides that carriers must keep
confidential all confidential information
provided to them and only use that
information for the purposesof the Code.
In the eyes of the Codeall carriers are
equal and as such deserve equal access to
Eligible Facilities. This principle is
reflected in twoimportantrules. Thefirst
is the non-discrimination rule. A First
carrier is expectedto take all reasonable
steps to ensure that, as far as practicable
having regard to its legitimate business
interests andthe interests of third parties,
the access that a Secondcarrier receives
is equivalent to that which the First
carrier providesto itself. The secondrule
is the queuing rule. A First carrier is
required to develop a queuing policy for
applications for access to its Eligible
Facilities. The queuing policy must be
non-discriminatory and seek to ensure
that Second carriers in the queue get
access as soonas possible.
Finally, presumablyto ensure that access
disputes do not get bogged downin the
courts, the Code requires carriers to
engage in dispute resolution, inclnding
mediation.
Applying for access
Under the Code, the first step in the
process of providing access is an
exchange of information. Each First
carrier must establish and maintain an
"Information Package"in relatioo to the
provision of access to its Eligible
Facilities. This information package
must set out, amongother things, how
accessto Eligible Facilities is to occurand
indicate the amountof time needed to
gain access to an Eligible Facility.
A Secondcarrier’s response, as it were,
to a First carrier’s Information Package
is a "’Facilities Access Application".
Annexures A and B of the Code contain
detailed rules about the content and
timing of Facilities AccessApplications.
Theserules vary accordingto whetherthe
relevant Eligible
Facility
is a
telecommunications transmissiol~ tower
or an eligible underground
facilit.v.
Negotiating access
The general rule under the Codeis that
negotiations for access to Eligible
Facilities must be undertaken in good
faith and entered into and conductedin a
timely manner. The goal of these

negotiations is the creation of a "Master
Access Agreement" which deals with
matters such as:
¯

access and maintenance procedures;

¯

dispute resolution procedures;

¯ charges for access;
¯ financial security requirements;
¯ technical specifications;
such other proceduresas the carriers
mayconsider necessary for the due
and proper joint operation of the
Eligible Facility.
First carriers will undoubtedlyoften have
concerns about the credilworthiness of
those who wish to have access to their
Eligible Facilities.
The Code
acknowledges the legitimacy of these
concerns at the same time as seeking to
prevent them from being used to delay
access. Accordingly,the Codesets out a
formal procedureby whicha First carrier
mayobject to the creditworthiness of a
Second carrier and how the Second
carrier is to respondto suchan objection.
The provision of access ,,viii almost
always require work to be done on an
Eligible Facility. The Coderefers to this
as "Make Ready Work". It contains
detailed rules about the performanceof
MakeReady Workwhich are intended to
accommodatea First carrier’s concerns
that a Second carrier could damageits
Eligible Facilities.
A key element of the philosophy
underlyingthe Codeis the convictionthat
it is economically more efficient for
carriers to share Eligible Facilities. In
order to promote sharing and the
efficiencies
it may bring the Code
provides that carriers may choose to
initiate or participate in what is known
as a "Co-LocationConsultation Process".
A Co-Location Consultation Process
involves a carrier informing all other
carriers that it has plans to establish a
newfacility in a particular postcodearea
and requesting the other carriers to
consider establishing a shared newsile
or facilily.

use of Eligible Facilities. TheFirst carrier
is responsible for the maintenanceof the
Eligible Facility while both First and
Secondcarriers are responsible for the
maintenance of their own equipment
installed at the Facility. AFirst carrier is
entitled to undertake emergencyrepair
work which may include turning-off a
Second carrier’s equipment. Otherwise
carriers are not entitled to obstruct the
use or operation of each other’s
equipment.These rules are supported by
the First carrier’s powerto suspendaccess
to an Eligible Facility in the event of
abuse. Finally, by wayof last resort the
Codecontains a long list of events which
entitle either the First or Secondcarrier
to terminate their access arrangements.
IMPLICATIONS
FOR
CARRIERS
It is unlikely that the Codewill mean
peace in our time in the realm of access
disputes. Nevertheless, even if they do
not want to love one another, carriers
mustlearn to live with the Code.In broad
terms, this means that they need to
understandthe Codeand its effect on their
business so that they can make an
informed choice between:
negotiating access terms freely with
each other (subject to the mandatory
provisions contained in chapter 2 of
the Code);
negotiatingfor access within the four.
corners of the minimum
standards set
by the Code; or
failing agreement, resorting to
arbitration (bearing in mindthat, if
carriers cannotagree on an arbitrator,
the default arbitrator is the ACCC).
In addition, carriers planning to expand
their networks will need to consider the
impact of the Code. The Code may
induce themto share facilities, and the
cost of building them,with other carriers.
Matthew McLennanis a lawyer in the
Sydney office of Allen Allen &Hemsl~:

Implementing access
The continuing viability of access to an
Eligible Facility is preserved under the
Code by rules on the mainlenance and
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Encryption,
The Internet
and
Bernstein V. Dep’t of Justice:
The First
Amendment Rescues
E-Commerce and Privacy
US export restrictions
for encryption software have long denied the Australian IT industry valuable
cryptography technology. US attorneys Kurt Wimmer and Dawn Nunziato discuss how freedom of
speech and privacy were used to strike down the export restrictions.
t’s mid-1999, and the concept of an
information economy finally has
becomemore than rhetoric. Internet
use has expanded to more than 160
million users worldwide. Electronic
commerceis booming, with one company
alone reporting morethan $1 billion per
monthof sales over the Interact. Tbe need
to protect online privacy has seized the
attention of consumer advocates and
legislators from Washingtonto Brnsscls.
Concernsover protecting mission-crilical
computersystems from hackers are at an
all-time
high following several
devastating virus attacks. U.S. software
companiesare seeking to further their
access to an enormousglobal market.

I

licence from federal authorities. And
because information posted on the
Internet generally can be accessed from
anywhere
in the world,
the
Administration has taken the position
that posting source code for encryption
software on the Internet is an "export"
that cannot occur unless the guvernment
grants the author a licence.

This standoff was broken decidedly
recenlly by a combinalion of the First
Amendment,the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals in San Francisco,
and a
tenacious young mathematics professor
named Daniel Bernstein.
In a
groundbreaking decision, the Ninth
Circuit held that computer source code
was expression protected by/he First
And the development and export of
Amendment,and that the government’s
encryption
software
the one
regulation of encryption source code
technological means to protect the
effected an unconstitutional
prior
integrity of e-commeree and computer
restraint on protected expression. In its
systems and guard personal privacy on
2-1 decision in Bernsteinv. U.S. Dep’t of
the Internet - is underattack by the U.S.
Justice, the court also championedthe
government.
importance of protecting the privacy of
comlnunications and transactions in the
What’swrongwith this picture?
electronic realm. Similar constitutional
challenges to governmentregulation of
Encryption - mathematical methods for
enc~ption software are currently pending
encoding or scrambling the contents of
in the D.C.Circuit and the Sixth Circuit,
written or spoken communicationso that
and SupremeCourt review of this issue
only the intended recipient can dectJ’pt
is likely. (Covington&Burling represents
and access the communication
- is xvidely
a group of amici challenging the
regarded
as the key to secure
government regulations in all three
communications on the Internei. Ecircuits, including the Electronic Privacy
commercerelies on strong encryption to
Information
Center. Center for
protect sensitive credit card and fi~mucial
Democracy and Technology, National
data, and Internet users have demanded Associatiou of Manufacturers, Internet
greater protections for their privacy in
Society, AmericanCivil Liberties Union,
both commercial
and personal
as well as several world-renowned
transactions. But the effectiveness of
cryptographers.)
strong encryption to protect privacy has
led to concerns by the law enforcement
BACKGROUND
communitythat international terrorists
could use encryption to keep their
This case originated
when Daniel
communications secret from law
Bernstein, then a graduate mathematics
enforcement.This controversy has led the
student at the University of California at
U.S. federal government to regulate
Berkeley, developed a mathematical
encD,ption software as a munition- under
encryption formula. His fonnula was
this view, it can only be exported with a
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expressed in both a scientific paper and
in source code, in a high-level computer
programming language called "C".
Bernstein sought to publish both the
source code and the scientific paper
through ordinary, channels of scientific
interchange - including the Internet, the
mediumof choice for scientists to debate
their methods and conclusions - for
evaluation, testing, and critique by his
peers. In its Export Administration
Regulations, the U.S. Department of
Commercerequires anyone wishing to
"export" (defined to include publication
via the Internet) encryption software to
receive a governmentlicence. The licence
maybe withheld if the Bureauof Export
Administration
concludes
that
publication is not "consistent with U.S.
national security and foreign policy
interesls.’" Although an unfavourable
licensing determination maybe appealed
to the Executive, there are no time
constraints placed on executive reviexv,
and no judicial review of a licensing
determination is provided for under the
Regulations.
Bernstein applied for a licence to"export"
his encryption source code under the
predecessor regulatory regime to the
Export Administration Regulations.
Uponbeing denied a lic~nce, he filed suit,
claiming that the regulations imposedan
unconstitutional prior restraint on
protected expression.
THE FIRST AMENDMENT’S
SCOPE IN THE DIGITAL ERA
In addressing Bernstein’s constitutional
challenge, the Ninth Circuit first had to
determine whether "computer source
code" was expression protected by the
First Amendment.This posed a rather
novellegal question. It is well established
that the spoken and written word are
within tbe ambit of First Amendment
protection because of their power to
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commtmicateideas or emotions to hmnan
beings. But does code written in computer
programminglanguage really merit First
Amendment
protection? Doesit serve the
samesort of communicativerole as other
forms of protectod expression? Evenif it
has certain coramunieative elements or
features, are these overwhelmedby its
functional aspects, as the government
argued? In the First Amendment
speccIV
conduct dichotomy, does source code given its functional qualities -fall on the
less-protected "conduct" side of this
dichotomy?
Computersource code - which is written
in English-like programminglanguages
such as C and BASIC- is distinct from
computerobject code - which is written
in 0s and Is. Whileobject code directly
controls the functioning of a computer,
source code can be read and understood
by humans and can be used by
programmers and mathematicians to
communicatewith one anotber. In fact,
Bernstein argued that he and his fellow
scientists often used source code as a
vehicle for communicatingmathematical
theories on the science of cu~ptography
with precision and mathematicalrigour.
But, the governmentcontended, even if
source code is expressive in somelimited
sense, it is essentially functional
expression deserving of limited First
Amendment
protection. In any case. the
government argued, regulation
of
encrypdonsoftware is directed tmvardthe
functional aspects of such code - its
ability (once translated into object code)
to encrypt text, and not at all at lhe
expressive aspects of the code or ideas
embodiedwithin it.
In her decision, JudgeBetty Fletcher held
that, despite its functional aspects,
computer source code merits full
protection under the First Amendmcut.
In declining to afford reducedprotection
for source code because of its functiooal
features, she explained:
IT]he government’s argument,
distilled to its essence, suggeststhat
even one drop of "direct
functionality"
overwhelms any
constitutional
protection that
expression might otherwise enj~v.
This cannot be so. The distinction
urged on us by the government would
prove too muchin this era of rapid(v
evolving computer capabilities. The
fact that computerswill soon be able
to respond directly
to spoken
commands,for example, shonld not

confer on the government the
unfettered power to impose prior
reslrmnts on speech in an effort to
control its "functional" aspects. The
First Amendmentis concerned with
expression, and we reject the notion
that the admixture o f functionality
necessarily puts expression beyond
the protections of the Constitution.
Uponfinding soorce code to be expression
protected by the First Amendment,the
Court had little difficulty in concluding
that the licensing schemeembodiedin the
Export Administration Regulations
imposed an unconstitutional
prior
restraint. In order to satisfy the dictates
of the First Amendment, a prepublication licensing schememust either
(1) provide for certain procedural
safeguards,or (2) fall witlfin an extremely
narrow class of cases where the
publication at issue woulddirectly and
imminentlyimperil national security (the
Pentagon Papers standard). In order to
be found constitutional,
a licensing
schemethat fails to meet the Pentagon
Papers standard must (1) restrain
expressionfor only a specified brief time
period; and (2) provide for expeditious
judicial revimv. The governmentdid not
contend that the Internet publication of
enctyption source code woulddirectly aud
i~mninentlyimperil national security, and
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the court foundthat the Regulationsfailed
to provide the required procedural
safeguards. There are no time limits
imposedupon the Executive’s review of
a denial of a licence, and one denied a
licence is not provided with any
opportunityfor judicial review(muchless
expeditious judicial review). Thus, the
Regulations imposedan unconstitutional.
prior reslraint on protected expressionin
violation of the First Amendment.
PRIVACY IN THE
DIGITAL ERA
Beyond its groundbreaking
First
Amendmentholding, the court also
recognised
that certain
Fourth
Amendment
interests were at slake in the
case before it. Judge Fletcher discussed
the important role that eneryption
software plays in preserving the privacy
interests of those whocommunicateand
conduct business electronically using
technologiessuch as e-mail, the Internet,
and cellular phones. Without welldeveloped encryption technology, the
court explained,we will be unableto carry
over to the electronic realm the privacy
in our communicationsand transactions
that we have historically enjoyed in the
non-electronic realm. In unprecedented
language, the court recognised the need
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to protect electronic communications
and
transactions from unwantedsurveillance
and interception:
In this increasinglyelectronic age, we
are all required in our everydaylives
to rely on modern technology to
communicate with one another This
reliance
on
electronic
communication,however, has brought
with it a dramatic diminution in our
ability to communicateprivately.
Cellular phones are subject to
monitoring,
email is easily
intercepted, andtransactions over the
lnternet are often less than secure.
Something as commonplace as
furnishing our credit card number,
social security number, or bank
account number puts each of us at
risk.... Whetherwe are su~,eilled
our government, by criminals, or by
our neighbours,it is fair to say that
never has our ability to shield our
affairs from prying eyes beenat such
a low ebb. The availability and use
of secure encryption may offer an
opportunity to reclaim someportion
of the privacy we have lost.
Government efforts
to control
encryption thus may well intplicate
not only the First Aatendmentrights
of cryptographers intent on pushing
the boundariesof their science, but
also the constitutional rights of each
of us as potential recipients of
encryption’s bounty. 14ewedfrom this
perspective, the government’sefforts
to retard progress in cryptography
may implicate
the Fourth
Amendment,as well as the right to
speak anonymously,the right against
compelled speech, and the right to
informational privacy. (Citations
omitted).
In sum, the court recognised that the
unfettered developmentand use of strong
encryption technology best serves the
public interest in protecting the privacy
of electronic
communications and
transactions.
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THE FUTURE OF
ENCR~’PTION,
PRIVACY AND
FREE EXPRESSION

considering further attacks to the holding
of the panel in Bernstein, and it almost
certainly either will seek rehearingby the
entire court or review by the U.S.
SupremeCourt. Twoother federal Courts
The broad holding of Bernstein provides
of Appealhave cases pending before them
a much-needed second step in the
involving similar First Amendment
establishment of cyber-rights that was
challenges to export restrictions on
begunin Renov. A CLU. In the Renocase,
encryption. In Jungerv. Daley, 8 E Supp.
the U.S. SupremeCourt established that
2d. 708 (N.D. Ohio 1998), currently
the First Amendment
applied in full force
pending before the Sixth Circuit,
in cyberspace.Thevalue of that case lies
computerlaw professor Peter Junger was
not only in its holding striking down
refused a governmentlicence to publish
portions of die CommunicationsDecency
encryption source code via the Internet.
Act, but in the scope of its languageand
Junger is appealing from the district
analysis. Similarly, the Bernstein court
court’s decision that source code nowhas established that computersource
because
of its functional characteristics
code is protected by the First Amendment
- cannot be characterised as "pure
and has done so in a decision that
speech"and does not merit full protection
recognises that privacy rights are of
under
the First Amendment.In Karn v.
crucial importance in an age defined by
U.S.
Dep
’t of State, 925 F. Supp. 1
electronic
commerce and Internet
(D.D.C.
1996),
nowon remand from the
communication.
D.C. Circuit, cryptographer Philip Karn
The Bernstein case thus provides a basis
was also refused a governmentlicence to
for movingforward. The most iannediate
publish encryption source code in
benefit is that cryptographers such as
electronic form. Thedistrict court in gain
held that, because the government
Professor Bernstein finally will be able
to discuss their science on the Internet
regulations werenot motivatedby a desire
to suppress expression but rather by
effectively and with the protection of the
legitimate national security interests, the
First Amendment. The more global
First Amendment
was not offended. If,
benefits, however, )nay inure to much
as is likely, either the Sixth Circuit or
broader groups. U.S. software companies
D.C. Circuit companion cases are
that have been hamperedin their efforts
resolved differently from Bernstein,
to markelencryptionsoftvea ro abroadwill
SupremeCourt review of this important
be able to moreeffectively coml~te with
legal issue is likely.
their international counterparts. U.S.
companies that wish to secure their
Kurt Wimmer is a partner in the
communicationsby exporting encryption
Washington, D.C. office of Covington &
soft~vare to their partners and employees Burling and is choir of its Information
abroad will be free to do so. Secure
Technology practice groap. He and
electronic commerce will be able to
DavidAddis of Covington & Burling are
extend past our borders, and U.S.
counsel to the amlcus group in the
companieswill be able to market goods
Junger case.
and services effectively to securityconscious consumers around the world.
Dawn Nunziato is an Associate
Pedmpsmost importantly, the e-mail and
Professor
at George Washington
other lnternel
communications of
University Law School, where she
individuals everywhere will have the
teaches lnternet law, computerlaw, and
potential to be private.
intellectual property. While associated
The path toward the effective use of
with Covington
& Burling,
she
encryption is not, of course, an entirely
represented the lead amicusgroup in the
clear one. The Departmentof Justice is
Bernstein and Karn cases.
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Internet Censorship:
the ABA responds
In a letter to the Editors, Jan Porter of the ABA responds to the article "Interact
No Evil, Speak No Evil, Hear No Evil" published in the last edition of the CLB.
he co-regulatory
scheme
established by the Broadcasting
Services Amendment (Online
Services) Act 1999 ("Act") addresses
risks associated with illegal content and
with content that is unsuitable for
children, and does so through a range of
regulatory responses. The schemeis based
on the developmentof codes of practice
by industry and the operation of a
complaints hotliue by the Australian
Broadcasting Authority ("ABA").

T

Much has been written and much has
been said about the regulatory schemeof
which some has been misinformed I’d
like to address someof the issues raised
in the article "lnternet Censorship:See
’’t
No Evil, Speak No Evil, Hear No Evil
whichrequire clarification.

to ]SPs do ISPs have a responsibility to
follow proceduresset out in an industry
code of practice (or in the absence of
cede, an industry standard) for blocking
access to that eontent. This includes
Internet content notified by the ABAto
ISPs that is the sameas, or substantially
similar to, lnternet content previously
notified by the ABA.

blocking of prohibited content hosted
overseas.In the first instance, this matter
is to be dealt with by indust~ codes of
practice. It is only if indast~ codes are
not developedand in place by 1 lanua[y
2000or if a registered codeof practice is
found to be deficient, the ABA
will need
to moveto the developmentof an industry
standard.

The anti-avoidance provisions of the Act
specify that ICHs and ISPs are only
required to respond to notices issued by
the ABA.

In the event that oeither a codeof practice
nor indust~ standard is in place, the ABA
has the powerto issue access-p~vention
notices directing all ISPs knownto the
ABAto take all reasonable steps to
prevent end-users from accessing
prohibited content hosted overseas.

Furthermore, there are a graduated range
of enforcement
mechanisms and
sanctions contained in the Act to allow
flexibility in dealing with breaches
depending on the seriousness of the
circumstances.

ANTI-AVOIDANCE
MEASURES
In the article it is stated that:
"’the new anti-avoidance measures
will force ISPs andlCHsto sco~r their
sites and networks each day to
identify prohibited material. Once
they discover any questionable
material, 1SPs and 1CHswill have to
decide whether the conteot is similar
to prohibited content - ajudgmeoton
whichsignificant penalties hang. "The co-regulatory schemeis complaiutsbased - it establishes a frameworkin
which people who are concerned about
particular internet content can make a
complaint and have that complaint
investigated. Underthe scheme, ISPs and
ICHsare not required to actively monitor
or to classify content hosted on their
services.
ICHs have a responsibility to remove
prohibited content hosted in Australia
from their service only once notified by
the ABA
of the existence of thai contcnl.
This includes lnternet contenl, notified
in a special take-downnotice, that is the
same as, or substantially similar to.
Interact content identified in an interi~n
take-down notice or final take-down
notice.
Similarly, it is only xvhenoverseas-hosted
Internet content is notified by the ABA

Censorship: See

COMMUNITY

CONCERN

Thearticle also states:
"[t]here is in fact a numberof surveys
and polls indicating an ambivalence
towaKlslnternet content regulation of
the .type proposedby the Act. ’’~
Findings from a three country
inleraational survey on attitudes Io the
lnlernet makeclear thai there is a high
level of public perceptionthat the Internet
entails seine risks for users and shows
that Anstmlianssee industry, govermnent
and Internet users the]nselves as all
baying a part to play in the appropriate
supervision and selection of lnlernet
conlent.
The survey was undertaken in Australia,
Germany and the USA by the
Bertelsmann Foundation in co-operation
with the Australian Brondcasting
Authority during June 1999. It ascertains
peoples’ views on perceived risks
associated with the Interact and practical
waysof managingthese risks. Please find
atlached a summary of lhe research
findings?
TECHNICAL AND
COMMERCIAL FEASIBILITY
Oneof the areas of the newlegislation
that has been subject to considerable
cmnmentis the area relating to the
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In determining whether particular steps
are reasonable, regard must be had to the
technical and commercialfeasibility of
taking the steps.
The issue of
reasonableness will also be informed by
the matters set out in section 4 of the Act
which include:
Avoidingthe unnecessa~¢imposition
of financial and administrative
burdens on ISPs and ICHs;
The accommodationof technological
change;
The encouragement
of the
developmentoflnternet tectmologies
and their applicalion;
Thepractical provisionof services to
the Australian community;and
The supply of Internet services at
performance
standards
that
reasonablymeetthe social, industrial
and commercial needs of the
Australian community.
Jon Porter is Assi~ant Manager,Online
Services Content Regulation at the
Australian Broadcasting Authority.
1. ’lnternetCensorship:
SeeNoEvil. Speak
No
Evil,Hear
NoEvil’,Communications
Law
Bulletin.
Vo/18No2 1999,page
3.
2. Ibid,page
3,
3. Thefull report
contains
detailed
comparative
dataforthethreecountries
thatparticipated
in
thestudyandcanbe accessed
at theABA’s
website.
4. Ibid,page
4.
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FAIR

WHEELING AND DEALING

~)oes Channel 7’s multi million dollar payment for exclusive Olympic broadcast rights in Austral(-"
guarantee it absolute exclusivity? Geoff Dilworth examines how the fair dealing provisions of the
Copyright Act allow some legitimate
erosion of exclusive rights by competitors.
FAIR DEALING AN OVERVIEW
nder sections 40-43 of tbe
CopyrightAct 1968(’Act’) there
are four categories of fair
dealing, namely research and study;
criticism or review; reporting of news;
andthe giving of professional advice.

U

Whyhave these fair dealing sections in
the Act? One view expressed in relation
to the fair use provisions of the United
States CopyrightAct was: "lts origins lie in judgemadeattempts
to moderatethe harsh or inequitable
impact of the copyright law on
sometimes unforeseen circumstances.
Fair use permits courts to avoid rigid
application of the copyright statute
when, on occasion, it wouMstifle the
very creativity which that law is
designedto foster "
The Australian Copyright
expressesit thus: -

Council

"The Fair Dealing defences..., have
traditionally been formulated to
ensure that the advancement of
knowledge and the creation of new
worksis not stifled by excessivefetters
on the ability of creators to drawon
the work of those that preceded
them."
The concept of fair dealing is not simply
a creature of statute and existed well
before the introduction of the Act: "It is perhaps as old as copyright
protection itself. The modernstatutes
merely codify the concept which has
evoh,ed through a large and wide
ranging body of case law. "
In order to place fair dealing in the
context of copyright infringement, it is
useful to consider some infringement
basics. If copyrightsubsists in a published
news article,
then an unauthorised
reproduction of the literary work (or
substantial part of it) will amountto an
actionable infringement.
Another
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element of infringement is that the
infringer musthavecopied, either directly
or indirectly, the original article of
publication. Copyrightis not like patent
law which bestows monopolyrights, flit
were possible to reproduce the article
without copyingthe original article, that
is by independent mental and physical
process, then there of course will be no
infringement. An example would be if
two journalists obtained independently of
each other the same interview from the
same source and the result was similar
in its expression.
IS IT NEWS AND
IS IT FAIR?

The plaintiff’s counsel concededthat the
fact that the Observer had published an
article on the affair was important. The
judge acknowledged
that the plaintiffalso
concededthat the article in Private Eye
was for the purposesof reporting current
events within the meaning of the
legislation.
Ungoed Thomas J also noted that it
seemed that it was commonpractice in
the press to receive and use leaked
confidential information, and this
practice did in fact occur at the Observer
itself. Nevertheless,tbe judge wasof the
view that the leaking of the memorandum
and its publication
were clearly
unjustifiable and in his view constituted
a dealing which was not fair within the
statute.

If your purposeis newsreport ing and your
treatment of the copyright owner’s
product is fair then you, the infringing
Whilst one could viewthe judge’s finding
journalist or publisher, xvill be able to use
as somexvhatauthoritative, that is, that
the copyright owner’s product with
the publication of leaked information is
impunity provided in the case of news
prima facie an unfair dealing, the judge
reporting in a newspaper, magazine or
periodical it is sufficiently acknowledged. was also of the view that this case was
essentially: In Beloff v Pressdram Limited the
plaintiff journalist was asked whether
what she had written ~vas news and she
replied: "it is newsin the sense that everything
1 write is news.Thefact o fray writing
this article is news;andof n~ writing
a~Lvother article in the Observeris

"an action for breach of confidence
under the guise of an action for
infringement of copyright - an action
springing from breach of confidence
but frmned in breach of copyright."

The reason for the judge’s comments
couldbe becauseof his viexv, as confirmed
by the plaintiff’s counsel, that the case
would never have been brought to court
except that the memorandum
published
The interesting aspect of this exmnination
by
Private
Eye
disclosed
a
confidential
by the court is that it is not the"Maudlingsource of the Observer.
Hoffman" affair
which was being
examinedfor its newsworthinessbut the
In Commonwealthof Australia v John
fact that the Observer’s political
Fairfax and Sons Limited, Mason J
correspondenthad written about the affair
followed Beloff in finding that the
that madeit news. MrFoot of Private Eye
publication
of leaked government
in evidencesaid: documents, which could not without the
leak have been published at all, was not
"’It was a very significant
a"fair dealing" of previously unpublished
development that the political
works.
correspondent (of the Observer
Newspaper) had written a large
article on this... Suchan article is not
far off editorial comment and is
therefore very important. ""

In Associated Newspapersv NewsGroup
the defendant newspaper had merely
presented the correspondence to the
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public and there had been little or no
criticism or review. This case involved
the Daily Mail Newspaper, which had
obtained exclusive rights to a series of
letters betweenthe late Dukeand Duchess
of Windsor.Aseries of these letters was
printed in the newspaper.The defendants,
who were the owners of the rival Sun
Newspaper,printed one of the letters and
a portionof anotherletter in the Sun.
In Faiffax and Associated Newspapers,
the publication of the vethatimquotations
of the government documcuts and the
royal love letters respectively was held
not to b¢ a fair dealing for the purposes
of criticism and review. Yet there is an
argument, based on free speech
principles, that it is the verbatim
quotations
themselves
that are
intrinsically newsworthyunder the news
reporting category.
In Associated Newspapers, Walton J
stated that the mediais not preventedby
copyright restrictions from publishing
informationor facts about an event in the
so called public interest. His Honoursaid
the mediaare simply not able to publish
using the precise words which somebody
else has used. This ofceurseis the classic
application of the idea/expression
dichotomyto the complainttlmt copyright
restricts free speech.Whilstit is true that
newsper se, like information, facts and
ideas, is not able to be protected or
restricted by copyright,it is here that the
dividing line between ideas and their
expression becomes blurred when
examining the verbatim comments of
political figures.
Walton J then went on to examine
whether what the Sun printed conld be
labelled "reporting current events" within
the meaningof the UKlegislation. It is
clear that the Australianequivalent of the
relevm~tsection is not restricted to current
events and is therefore able to bc read
more widely. WaltonJ stressed the word
"current" and stated that whilst the death
of the duchess was a current event, the
actual content of the letters was not.
Apparentlythe content oftbe letters made
it clear that the duchess wantedthemto
be published but again the judge did not
see this as a current event. His Honour
did give some examples of where noncurrent events might come within the
section, but onlyif the historical material
was reasonably necessary to deal with
current events. In Beloff, Ungoed-

ThomasJ by contrast appeared to accept
that "current events" and "news" were
synonymous.
On the question of fairness, Walton J
followedtraditional lines in finding that
it is not a fair dealingfor a trade rival to
take copyrightmaterialand use it for their
ownbenefit,
Dealing with the amountof the copyright
material used, His Honournoted that a
substantial portion of the letters was
reproduced, but stated that the whole of
the letters
could well have been
reproducedas an illustration of a theme
other than the merecontent of the letters.
He gave as an example an article
commenting on the instruction
in
grammargiven to monarchsof the House
of Windsor.
This view is certainly a little less
restrictive than that of WhiffordJ in the
earlier case oflPTPublications and others
v Time Out Ltd and others where it was
held that:"The Defendants could not avail
themselves of the defence of fair
dealing either under Section 6 (2)
(criticism or review) or underSection
6 (3).(reporting of current events)
the Act. Thesede fences wereintended
to protect reviewers or commentalors
who wished to quote part of the
copyrighted work to illustrate such

WhiffordJ went on to observe that:"’Onceit is established that the whole
or a substantial
part of the
copyrighted work has been produced
the defenees under Section 6 (2 and
3) are unlikely to succeed,"
In Express NewspapersPLCv News(UK)
Limited a journalist from tire Daily
Express(ownedby the plaintiff) obtained
an interview with a Miss Pamela Bourdes
on an airline flight. Miss Bourdeswas in
1989 enjoying notorie~ for her alleged
liaisons with public figures. The Daily
Express published the "exclusive
interview" and on the same day "Today"
(owned by the defendant) published
article based oa the Daily Express story
and reciting verbatim the commentsby
Miss Bourdesin the Daily Express story,
The defendant counterclaimedagainst the
Plaintiff arising out of a quite separate
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sto~y alleging that the defendanthad done
to the plaintiffjnst whatthe plaintiff had
alleged the defendant had done in the
PamelaBourdes incident. The court held
that a party could not plead two
inconsistent cases and by way of obiter
dicta the judgesaid that the case wasmore
to do with journalistic ethics rather than
a genuine commercialdispute.
In De Garis and Moorev Neville Jetfress
Pidier Pty Limited(I’he Journalist’s Case)
the plaintiff alleged that the defendant’s
newsclipping service had infringed their
copyright in articles published in daily
newspapers. The copyright material
reproduced by the defendant was clipped
then photocopied from the plaintiff’s
newspapers and the input by Neville
Jeffress Pidler was fairly limited.
BeaumontJ in the Federal Court had no
difficulty in holdingthat section 41 of the
Act did not apply.
Importantly, His Honourheld that "news
reporting"
under the Act was not
confined to current events and was to be
interpreted by means of a dictionary
definition.
With respect to fairness generally,
Beaumont J held that reasonable
proportions of the copyright material only
could he taken. Asthe defendant took the
whole of the plaintiff’s work without
commentary,it was not fair.
COMMERCIAL PURPOSE NO FAIR USE?
In The Journalist’s Case the court
considered the commercialpurpose of the
news clipping service and cited recent
U.S. cases as authority for the preposition
that a commercialpurpose militates quite
strongly against a finding of fair use. In
the authoritative 1994decision of the U.S.
SupremeCourt in Universal City Studios
v Sony, it was held that copying onto a
video tape cassette for commercial
purposes was presumptively unfair. This
view was in the course of finding that
homevideo taping for time-shift purposes
was a private non commercialactivity.
However, the view that commcrciality
taints any fair use has recently co~ne
under attack by the U.S. SupremeCourt
in Campbell v Acuff-Rose Music Inc
where the court examinedin detail the
fair use provisions in the U.S. Copyright
Act.
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Fair use in the United States is governed
by section 107 of the US Act. The
purposesare similar to those in Australia
and include criticism, commentand news
reporting. Section 107 sets out certain
factors which shall be considered,
namely:1. purpose and character of use
(including whether of a commercial
nature);
2. nature ofcopyrightwork;
3. relative amountused; and
effect uponpotential market.
These factors correspond almost
identically with section 40 (2) (a) to
of the Australian Act.
The claim in Accuff-Rose was brought
by the composersof the song "Oh Pretty
Woman"
against 2 live crew, a rap group,
who produced a parody of the song
entitled "Pretty Woman".The Court of
Appeals had relied upon the Sony
decision and found that the commercial
nature of the parody meant that it was
not fair within section 107. However,on
appeal, the SupremeCourt said that by
"...giving dispositive weight to the
commercial nature of the parody the
Court of Appeals erred" and further
stated:-

varied in length and were played within
24 hours of the game. The excerpts
concentrated on goals scored and near
misses and were played by way of an
introduction and also in slow motion.
There was no doubt as to the copyright
in the BBC broadcast or that BSB
infringed BBC’s broadcasts in this
manner. BSBrelied on the fair dealing
provisions
in the United Kingdom
Copyright Act, namely section 30(2)
which referred to "reporting current
events" (not the reporting of news as in
the Australian equivalent). The BBC
relied on Beloffand Johnstone v Bernard
Jones Publications Limited as authority
for the proposition that the dealing must
be fair for the approvedpurpose, namely
reporting current events, and not for any
other purpose. The BBCsubmitted that
the other purpose of BSBwas to compete
with the BBCfor a sports audience and
to build up a sports audiencemorequickly
using BBCmaterial. Scott J conceded
that BSBwas endeavouring to produce
programs tha! would be attractive to
viexvers and went on to say:"But if a program is a genuine
reporting of current events, it is, in
my opinion, absurd to say that an
endeavour to make the program more
attractive is an obliquemotive .... "
and

"The Court of Appeal~ elevation of
one sentence from Sony to a per se
rule runs as much counter to Sony
itself as to the long commonlaw
tradition of fair use adjudication".
WORLD CUP
SOCCER
Whilst the U.S. SupremeCourt in Sony
in 1994upheldthe presumptionof no fair
use where commercialgain was a motive,
in the United Kingdomin an earlier case
the same commercial factor was
examined. In British Broadcasting
Corporation v British Satellite
Broadcasting Limited the issue involved
unauthorised use of copyright material by
trade rivals in the news reporting
industry. The BBCpaid just under 1
million poundsfor the exclusive right to
broadcast the 1990 World Cup football
tournament played in Italy. BSBin its
sportsdesk programplayed excerpts taken
from the BBCbroadcasts. The excerpts
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"’... the fact that the other broadcaster
is a connnerciolrival of the copyright
ownerdoes not "ipso facto’" take the
caseoutsidefair dealing.It is of actor,
and perhaps in some cases a very
weighty factor, to be taken into
account into considering whether
there has been fair dealing, but it is
no more than a faclo~ "
Scott J had no difficulty in finding that
the BBC’sprograms were current events
for the purposes of section 30(2):"’The Sportsdesk progranl seemed to
me to be genuine newsreports, albeit
confined to news of a sporting
character"
Whilst there are few Australian cases on
this point, it is reasonableto assumethat
an Australian court wouldtake a similar
view given the similar legislative
provisions in both statutes and the wider
definition of’news’in fl~e Australian Act.

FIRST
PUBLICATION RIGHTS
The copyright holder’s right to first
publicationis consideredto be a factor in
fair dealing decisions both in the U.K.
and in the U.S.. In Harper and Rowev
Nation Enterprises the U.S. Supreme
Court held 6:3 that the Nation magazine
had not dealt fairly wi~hthe unpublished
written memoirs of former president
Gerald Ford. Ford had contracted with
Harper and Roweto publish his memoirs
and Harper and Rowehad contracted with
TimeMagazine for the pre publication
of excerpts of the book. Nation Magazine
had obtained an unauthorised copy of the
book and hurriedly prepared a summary
of the bookconsisting of verbatim quotes
whichit freely admitted was designed to
"scoop" the Timearticle. The memoirs
were politically of interest as they
contained former President Ford’s
account of Watergate and his pardon of
former President Richard Nixon. The
majority believed that the right to first
publication was essentially a commercial
right in that the right lies primarily in
exclusivity. The court went further and
said:"The obvious benefit to author and
public alike of assuring authors the
leisure
to develop free of
expropriation outweighs any short
term "news value" to be gained from
prematurepublication of the author’s
expression. "
Underthe "purpose"factor of section 107
of the U.S. Act the majoritybelieved that
the newsvalue in the Nation article was
the fact that it was scooped:"(Nation) .... actively sought
exploit the headline value of its
infringement, makinga "news event"
out of it’s unauthorised first
publication of a noted figure’s
copyrightedexpression. "
,The majority in Nation stressed the
commerciality of the infringement in
that:"The user (Nation) stands to profit
from exploitation of the copyrighted
material
without paying the
customaryprice ".
Nation was decidedby the SupremeCourt
after Sony and before Accuff-Rose. As a
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result of the latter decision, the factor of
commerciality may not be as much a
determining factor as it was for the
Supreme Court in both the Sony and
Nation cases.
In Nation, the U.S. SupremeCourt found
that the investment of money and
resources into creating a workshould not
be forfeited by pre-emptionof the right
to first publication. Lloyd and Mayeda
commentthat this majority view hints
that the decision mayhave beendifferent
if there was a possibility
of the
information not being released to the
public in the near future.
MasonJ in Fairfax held that a dealing
with an unpublished work under section

41 of the Act was an important factor in
deciding whether such dealing was fair.
The statement by the majority in Nation
certainly lbllowed that same reasoning.
Subsequent cases in the United States
also support the same argument, but in
NewEra Publications International v
HenryHolt and Co the judge said:-

public figures as a fnir dealing. Tire
argument is that the media should not
have to pay those public figures lbr the
use of the previqusly unpublished
material. The argament is presumably
strongest in the United States wherethe
First Amendment
is a factor. In Nation
the court held that there was no reason to
expand the fair use doctrine to what
amountedto a public figure exception to
copyright.

"... 1 do not think that Harper and
Rowe ... leads" to the inevitable
conclusion that all copying.fi’om
unpublished
work is per se
infriogement. "
Indeedthis issue is importantto the media
as well as to historians and biographers
whoargue that they should be able to use
such unpublished material belonging to
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Geoff Dilworth is a lawyer at Taperell
Ratledge in Gosford. This is an edited
extract of the original article without
footttotes.

¯

Kenny’s

missing

¯
¯¯

ASTRA
has had the unpleasant task of explaining the disappearanceof Cartmanto
his pal, Kennyand to his matesat the Comedy
Channel.

¯
-"
¯

Cartman’sdisappearanceseemsto have followed a rather big night at the CAMLA
Dinner held at the Australian Museum.
Nobodywaskeepinga close eye on Cartman’s
behaviourandduring the final roundsof trivia, it appearsthat he left the premises
arm-in-armwith an unidentified new-found
"friend".

¯
"
¯
¯

Cartrnan maywell have presented himself as an available long-term companion,
howeverhis true friends at the Comedy
Channelare mostupset and unamused
by’ his
disappearance
and seek your assistanceitf convincingCartmanto return to his real
home.

¯
¯
¯"
¯¯

If anyoneknowsthe whereabouts
of Cartmancould they please contact DebraRichards
or Emma
McDonaldat ASTRAon 9200 1494 or 0407 389 639. Weare only concerned
for his safe return. Hewill be grounded
for disappearing,
but his "friend" will onlybe
thankedfor being a responsible adult.
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The Communications Law
Bulletin is the journal of the
Communications and Media
Law Association (CAMLA)
which is an independent
organisation whichacts as a
forum for debate and
discussion and welcomesthe
widest range of views. The
views expressed in the
CommunicationsLaw Bulletin
and at CAMLA
fimctions are
personal views of the
respective authors or speakers.
They are not intended to be
relied uponas, or to take the
place of, legal advice.
Contributions
Comments

and

are sought fi’om the members
and non-members of CAMLA,
including features, articles, and
case notes. Suggestions and
commentson the content and
format of the Communications
LawBulletin are also
welcomed.
Contributions in hard copy and
on disk and comments should
be forwarded to:

Communications
and Media.
Law Association
The Communications
and MediaLawAssociation (CAMLA)
brings together a wide
range of peopleinterested in lawand policy relating to communications
and the
media. CAMLA
includes lawyers, journalists, broadcasters, membersof the
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industry,politicians, publishers,academics
andpublic servants.
Issues of interest to CAMLA
membersinclude:
¯
¯
¯
¯

defamation
¯ contempt
privacy
¯ copyright
¯ film law
advertising
telecommunications
¯ freedomof information

* broadcasting
¯ censorship
¯ informationtechnology
¯ the Intemet&
on-line services

In order to debateand discuss these issues CAMLA
organises a range of seminars
andlunchesfeaturing speakersprominentin communications
and medialawpolicy.
Speakers have included Ministers, Attorneys-General, membersand staff of
communications
regulatory authorities, senior public servants, executivesin the
communications
industry, lawyersin mediaand communications
law, and overseas
experts.
CAMLA
provides a useful wayto establish informal contacts with other people
workingin the businessof communications
andmedia.It is strongly independent,
andincludes peoplewith diverse political and professionalconnections.Tojoin
CAMLA,
or to subscribe to the Communications
LawBulletin, completethe form
belowand forward it to CAMLA.
CA~ILA

Website

Visit the CAMLAwebsite at www.gtlaw.eom.au/camla for information
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CAMLA,CAMLAseminars and events,
competitions
and the Communications
Law Bulletin.
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